Purchase of Abaqus Software

There is a large community of Abaqus users at IIT Delhi. It has been in use here for over 15 years. We would like to renew the lease or buy perpetual licenses of the software for our users. In this connection we have given below a brief specification for the supply of the same.

ABAQUS V 6.13 for 8 research edition licenses for unlimited nodes with Abaqus/Standard, Abaqus/Explicit and 8 Abaqus/CAE with parallel /GPU design & Aqua options also enabled and 50 user teaching edition licenses (20000 Nodes version) on 3 years lease inclusive of the updates for the 3 years. Also, as an alternative the same products mentioned above with perpetual licensing.

1. **Commercial** and **Technical** bids should be separately sealed and the same must be clearly marked on the respective envelope.

2. The quantity mentioned above is approximate and may be changed depending on the fund position.

3. Best priced sealed offers for the above specified computers with all terms and conditions like applicable levies, FOB IIT Delhi in case of import, validity, delivery time required etc should reach **Prof Puneet Mahajan, Applied Mechanics Department, IIT Delhi, Hauz Khas, New Delhi 110 016, on or before 3rd March 2014, 5:00PM.**

4. The envelope must be sealed and our reference number/date should be put on top of the envelope.

5. Dealers quoting on behalf of their principals need to furnish the authorization certificate from the principals. They need to furnish agency certificates and proprietary certificate if applicable.

6. Quotations can also be dropped in the tender box of Computer Services Center / Applied Mechanics Department.

(Prof Puneet Mahajan)
Applied Mechanics Department.